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Abstract 
 
The recent commercial expansion of social media plat-
forms challenges their origin as places of networking 
and community building and raises important ques-
tions as regards their status as institutional entities. 
After briefly reviewing the literature on platforms and 
ecosystems, we conduct a longitudinal case study of 
TripAdvisor. Our findings show the critical role net-
working and social data have historically played in 
positioning TripAdvisor as a hub in a vast digital trav-
el ecosystem. At the same time, our analysis unravels 
the growing diversification of data types linked to the 
roles performed by different types of actors (e.g. end 
users, advertisers, business owners, online travel 
agencies). The shifting nature of these roles and the 
data types they produce largely account for the pat-
terns of platform evolution and its market position. 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Over the last twenty years, social media platforms 
have rapidly evolved as organizations and business 
actors. Starting as websites facilitating connectivity 
among users, social media sites have grown to large 
and differentiated business ecosystems. Many of these 
sites have become massive data production farms that 
extract value from the data footprint of the activities 
users perform online, e.g. liking, rating, tagging or fol-
lowing, [2] [14], which they commonly monetize by 
revenues from advertisement.  
The recent development of commercial services 
that rely on data other than those produced by user 
involvement (e.g. the much-anticipated creation of 
Facebook’s own digital currency or the real-time per-
sonalized booking services of TripAdvisor), introduce 
new elements into the operations of social media that 
reconfigure the role of users and redefine the position 
of social media platforms in the digital economy. Far 
from being trivial, these changes raise important ques-
tions concerning the distinct status of social media as 
business actors and the degree to which their opera-
tions continue to be dependent on the activities of users 
as content and data generators. Social media are differ-
ent from commercial platforms (i.e. Amazon, eBay) 
because they base their operations on data other than 
transactional derived from different forms of sociality 
and user engagement (i.e. reading, listening to music, 
travelling, connecting with friends, dating, etc.) [23]. 
What role would such data play in the current prolif-
eration of social media services of more traditional 
type? What kind of ecosystems emerge as social media 
diversify their operations? To address these questions, 
we find important to place the study of social media in 
a broader purview that charts their evolution over time 
[10]. We draw on a longitudinal case study of TripAd-
visor that retraces the evolution of the platform and 
identifies the transformations it has undergone over 
time. We contribute to the literature on digital platform 
evolution by using the case as the basis for theorizing 
on the role of data types and user types in shaping the 
patterns of social media evolution and their current 
transformation to diversified service ecosystems [47].  
The paper is structured as follows. In the next sec-
tion we briefly review the literature on social media 
and outline a few issues that require further attention 
and research. We subsequently present our case study 
of TripAdvisor. After a section on research methodol-
ogy, we move on to reconstructing at some length the 
evolution of TripAdvisor from a travel search engine to 
a central actor of the global travel and hospitality in-
dustry. Following it, we analyze our empirical case and 
discuss the production of different data types which we 
view as the key elements that drive the evolution of the 
platform into a service ecosystem. We conclude by 
outlining our findings and research contribution to the 
wider literature on digital platforms and ecosystems. 
 
2. Literature Review and Positioning  
 
The literature on social media is large, fragmented 
and cross-disciplinary (see e.g. [8]) and, for these rea-
sons, hard to overview and summarize. Mostly in line 
with what was their early identity, the literature origi-
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nally conceived of social media as social networking 
sites and studied them, accordingly, as online facilities 
through which people link and interact with one anoth-
er (e.g. [7] [27]). This strand of literature considered 
the networking or community element as the defining 
attribute of early social media sites and the basis for 
singling them out as a particular type of social and 
economic entities [5]. The presence of large popula-
tions of users and the shifting networks that emerged as 
users created and shared content online were seen as 
the distinct mark of social media organizations [26]. 
However, the evolution of the Internet, the devel-
opment of data handling technologies and the quick 
adoption of mobile devices brought about the deep 
economic involvement of social media and put their 
conception as sites of community and networking un-
der a hard test. A great deal of social media has over 
time grown to complex and operationally diversified 
business actors. It is obvious that the current economic 
position of social media cannot straightforwardly be 
deduced from their networking attributes. 
Seeking to address the organizational, technological 
and economic complexity of social media and the links 
social media companies maintain to the growing digital 
economy an alternative conception of social media as 
platforms has gained currency over the recent years 
(see e.g. [2] [3] [12] [14] [20]). As distinct from the 
notion of networking sites, the concept of platform 
redirects attention beyond the activities of online 
communities and groups to the organizational configu-
rations, technological infrastructures and business pro-
cesses of social media and their embedment in larger 
business ecosystems [13]. Platforms are not just net-
working sites. 
This strand of literature draws upon and partly co-
incides with the conception of digital platforms as two-
sided or multisided markets, in which different types of 
participants trade their interests under a set of rules and 
conditions that are shaped by the nature of each plat-
form (type of product or service traded) and the ways it 
is governed (platform owners). Social media fit well 
this description. A great deal of social media platforms 
provides specialized services, such as hiring services in 
the case of LinkedIn or travel and hospitality services 
in the case of TripAdvisor, that bring different types of 
actors together. More often than not, social media work 
as advertising platforms procuring their revenues 
through the trading of the attention of their users to 
advertisers (e.g. 97% of Facebook revenue in 2017). 
While recognizing the organizational complexity of 
social media, this strand of literature nonetheless rele-
gates the role of users in the back seat. The signifi-
cance of users for platforms seems to be limited to the 
concepts of externalities or network effects and their 
perception to such generic roles as producers, consum-
ers, stakeholders or developers [6] [11] [17]. 
The view of platforms as multisided markets is in-
dicative of the complexity of social media and is usual-
ly overlooked by their conception as networking sites. 
Yet, platforms are more than a specific type of market-
place. Far from being sites of market exchanges alone 
[15], social media platforms maintain complex data 
warehousing environments, linked to a series of tech-
nologies such as distributed data management systems 
(e.g. Hadoop), protocols, APIs and social buttons 
through which data are rendered standardized and port-
able over platform boundaries and across large portion 
of the Web [14]. These operations, in turn, require 
suitable user interface designs to foster specific user 
participation and a range of data management tools, 
including personalization systems, AI and machine 
learning applications [2]. Far from being sites of eco-
nomic exchange, social media are composite entities 
whose operations are contingent on the orchestration of 
these technological capabilities into a dynamic and 
well-functioning whole. Such an orchestration can be 
brought to the forefront via the concept of platform 
design and architecture [48] [49]. Platforms can be 
viewed as assemblages of different elements that are 
linked together into adaptable and revisable configura-
tions that render them able to respond to the shifting 
demands of the broader digital ecosystem into which 
they are embedded (see e.g. [4] [19] [21] [28]). 
The economic and technological complexity of dig-
ital platforms indicate that social media are complex 
organizations made of several types of resources, task 
structures, roles and positions. It is reasonable to as-
sume that similar to most complex organizations (see 
e.g. [22] [33] [36] [40]), these attributes and qualities 
of social media shape the way they operate. Yet, there 
is no much written on the kind of organizations social 
media platforms are. There is a growing literature on 
the adoption of social media technologies by incum-
bent organizations. However, with the exception per-
haps of Wikipedia (see e.g. [1]), social media platforms 
have not been studied as a particular type of organiza-
tion. Far from being transaction platforms operating 
simply as multisided markets or sites of sociality, so-
cial media organizations such as Facebook, LinkedIn 
or TripAdvisor are settings of work, authority and ex-
pertise through which a variety of resources are de-
ployed to achieve specific objectives [23].  
To sum up, the majority of IS contributions still in-
vestigate social media as social networks [5] [26] [34] 
[38] [44]. The problem with this approach is that it 
assumes social media to be a kind of neutral conduit of 
connectivity, glossing over their economic, technologi-
cal and organizational complexity [15]. On the other 
hand, the understanding of social media as complex 
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economic, technological and organizational entities 
occasions other problems as it tends to obfuscate the 
critical role users have historically played as content 
and data creators rather than simply buyers [23]. In 
fact, many economists and management scholars do 
not make a stark difference between such diverse plat-
forms as OpenTable and Facebook or LinkedIn and 
Google and do not consider the role of user populations 
other than in the generic and, for that reason, unsatis-
factory fashion of value networks (see e.g. [11]).  
In this paper, we investigate the transformation of 
social media platforms by looking at the role different 
types of users play without sacrificing their economic, 
technological and economic complexity [24]. We posi-
tion our research and contribution against the back-
ground of the literature reviewed. We build on previ-
ous contributions and demonstrate how the innovative 
capability of social media derives from different forms 
of user involvement designed to procure specific types 
of data. The relatively recent introduction of commer-
cial services derived from transaction data signifies a 
new stage in social media platform evolution that 
breaks with the practices characteristic of their estab-
lishment (networking) and take-off periods (infor-
mation services). Our research shows how and to what 
extent these developments are linked to the role of us-
ers and the economic relevance of the data created by 
user platform participation (social data). 
 
3. Methodology  
 
We present a longitudinal case study of TripAdvi-
sor which spans from its establishment in 2000 to the 
end of 2017 [47]. The case study consists of two stag-
es. The first is a pilot study of 7 hotels, 5 restaurants 
and 3 attractions working with TripAdvisor. The study 
lasted 4 months (3 in Chile, 1 in UK) and was conduct-
ed in 2017. The pilot study disclosed the diversity of 
platform operations and led to the identification of the 
main types of users, the practices related to the produc-
tion and exchange of data between hotel owners, main 
stakeholders and TripAdvisor and to the refinement of 
research questions. Data were in this phase collected 
with semi-structured interviews (15), in situ observa-
tions and review of various online sources. The second 
phase is a longitudinal case study of TripAdvisor 
which is mostly based on online, publicly-available 
archival records [41] from TripAdvisor media center 
(https://tripadvisor.mediaroom.com). This online ar-
chive comprises files since the early stages of TripAd-
visor classified under two categories: “In the News” 
and “Press releases”. The second category entails rec-
ords of press releases published and maintained on the 
platform by TripAdvisor itself, providing first-hand, 
factual information about important matters in the his-
tory of the platform. This category is made of 3,388 
press releases from 2000 until December 2017, end 
date of our data collection. 1,677 of these records are 
in English and they make the primary information 
source of this case narrative. While varying in size 
from a few lines to several pages, these records consti-
tute a valuable source of publicly available information 
for charting the evolution of the platform over time. 
Data collection was complemented with two secondary 
interviews of Stephen Kaufer, TripAdvisor CEO over 
the years ([31] [43]). It is a diffused practice in longi-
tudinal research to use biographies to reconstruct his-
torical evidence [46]. The interviews provided infor-
mation on the early stages of TripAdvisor and helped 
us contextualize the data from our online sources. 
On a first read, the 1,677 press releases were classi-
fied according to their content: roll-outs, partnerships, 
acquisitions, awards and reports. While we base our 
report on the entire archive, the roll-outs sub-category 
(216 publications) has played a crucial role as it pro-
vided most of the evidence of the features that have 
been launched over time which is key to understanding 
the evolution of the platform. The 216 roll-out press 
releases were manually analyzed in two consecutive 
cycles: codes and coding, and pattern codes [35]. 
Though this analysis allowed us to extract key seman-
tic blocks of the press-releases text, it didn’t provide 
enough of a contextual background on the evolution of 
TripAdvisor. For this, we relied on a subsection found 
at the bottom of most of the 1,677 press releases, enti-
tled “About TripAdvisor” that represents the official 
description of the company by itself, its self-identity, 
as it were. Changes in this section were tracked manu-
ally and resulted in eight initial patterns through which 
TripAdvisor presents itself. These patterns were even-
tually reduced to three different stages of TripAdvi-
sor’s development: 1) Search engine, 2) Social media 
platform and 3) End-to-End service ecosystem. The 
code structure was subsequently superimposed upon 
the three-stages periodization (search engine, social 
media, end-to-end service ecosystem) resulting in the 
mapping of the static nature of the semantic blocks 
along the temporal axis, as shown in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1: Code Periodization 
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4. Case Study: The patterns of TripAdvisor 
Evolution  
 
TripAdvisor is a platform that offers a range of ser-
vices in the travel sector, most of which have tradition-
ally been associated with user-generated reviews and 
recommendations. Users participate on the platform by 
sharing their experiences, providing ratings, and com-
menting on all kinds of places or tourist attractions 
around the world. Founded in February 2000 as a trav-
el search engine, TripAdvisor has become one of the 
world's largest online travel sites that has left an indel-
ible imprint on the travel industry. 
Our analysis of the roll-out features and TripAdvi-
sor’s own statements indicates three stages in TripAd-
visor’s evolution. The first stage marks the establish-
ment of TripAdvisor as search travel database and its 
self-perception as a travel advertising platform (2000-
2005). This is followed by the development of Web 
2.0, mobile features and inter-platform connectivity 
from which the platform still owes much of its public 
image (from 2006). The third and last stage coincides 
with the introduction and enhancement of price com-
parison and booking features and the development of 
end-to-end services (2013). In what follows, we de-
scribe in some detail each of the three stages. 
 
4.1. Kick-off: Search Engine and Advertising 
Platform 
 
Back in February 2000, Stephen Kaufer and his co-
founders sought to build a search engine with a travel 
focus. The first step was to build a travel database with 
up-to-date content ([31]: 364). Starting with an auto-
mated indexing of travel sites didn’t have the expected 
result and the indexing reverted to manual work and 
was eventually compiled by people who were em-
ployed to classify, tag and then write one-line summar-
ies of the travel articles. Although at that time there 
were many rich travel content sites, it was difficult for 
users to overcome the fragmentation of online travel 
information and find what they were looking for. 
TripAdvisor saw the market opportunity and posi-
tioned itself as a search engine built on the in-depth 
understanding of travel content and user preferences. 
By relying on its knowledge of site structures and 
search technologies, TripAdvisor was able to return 
responses to multi-dimensional queries which most of 
the travel sites couldn’t do as they were still bounded 
to single destination queries or very limited categories.  
In late 2000, a demo website went live to exemplify 
TripAdvisor’s search capabilities, after a year it started 
to get some traffic. After some initial difficulties, the 
idea of contextual link advertising emerged as monetiz-
ing strategy [31]. Contextual link advertising refers to 
the display of highly targeted ads selected automatical-
ly on the basis of user data (i.e. profile, preferences). In 
this model, advertising is monetized by a Cost-per-
Click (CPC) model which means that an advertiser 
pays a publisher (here TripAdvisor) when the ad is 
clicked through. Differently from traditional banner 
advertising, the efficiency of contextual display ads is 
related to user search data. The more the data the better 
the chance that relevant ads are displayed and eventu-
ally clicked-through. Also, in the CPC model market-
ers pay for the click-through they perform instead of 
paying upfront for banner display. This means that 
TripAdvisor had a margin of improvement in revenue 
making that was directly proportional to the number of 
click-through it could generate. To provide contextual 
ads, TripAdvisor automatically linked a whole client 
product database with its search database by creating 
HTML links which contained unique code track ([31] 
TripAdvisor 4 March 2002). Already “the overall 
click-through rates on TripAdvisor average 8%, a 32X 
improvement over the standard banner response rate of 
.25%” (TripAdvisor 3 December 2001). TripAdvisor’s 
click-through rate varied from 4% to 12%, depending 
on how relevant the ads offered were.  
The other aspect of contextual link advertising is 
the continuous development of the search capabilities it 
affords. As part of improving the retrieval of compre-
hensive travel information about destinations, TripAd-
visor launched a dynamic hotel index, a pioneer of its 
kind, an “up-to-date view of the most popular hotels in 
a given city” (TripAdvisor 22 November 2002). Inter-
estingly, the definition of this index changed in March 
2005. While the previous index measured popularity 
by using web information, a new algorithm was devel-
oped that used “real reviews by real travelers posted on 
TripAdvisor.com” (TripAdvisor 9 March 2005). This 
change signaled a turning point in TripAdvisor’s evo-
lution as it made user-generated content a milestone of 
its operations. 
 
4.2. Social Media Platform and Inter-Platform 
Connectivity 
 
Rather than a sudden change from search engine to 
social media, our data show that TripAdvisor evolved 
into a social media by gradually attributing importance 
to user participation as a means for generating content 
and data. The first mention of user reviews occurred in 
late 2000 and, even if the first real social media feature 
(forum) had been launched already in 2004, TripAdvi-
sor described itself as a travel community only in 2006 
and as a travel media network in 2007. In December 
2007, TripAdvisor launched a new site design, due to 
the remarkable growth of user participation. User re-
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views and opinions doubled between 2006 and 2007, 
from five million to 10 million.  
Following the enhancement of web 2.0 functionali-
ties, TripAdvisor launched in 2006 Inside which al-
lowed users to utilize wiki functionalities to share their 
collective knowledge about destinations around the 
world (TripAdvisor 11 April 2006). The move was in 
line with bigger changes on the role of users in produc-
ing web content, the so called “wisdom of the crowds”, 
and TripAdvisor used it to gain traction as innovator 
sustained by users. TripAdvisor’s Inside featured real-
time travel information posted by users and rich con-
tent on a variety of topics. A month later TripAdvisor 
rolled out goLists which allowed users to publish lists 
of their favorite destinations, attractions, activities, 
hotels and restaurants (TripAdvisor 8 May 2006). go-
Lists was presented as an innovative way for weighing 
travel experiences and a useful resource to share and 
receive insider comments in an organized and searcha-
ble format. With goLists, users could vote on the help-
fulness and accuracy of each list which resulted in 
most popular lists being featured more prominently on 
the site.  
“First Social Networking Tool that Combines 20 
Million Monthly Visitors, 6 Million Members and 10 
Million Travel Reviews and Opinions” headlined 
TripAdvisor article in the middle of 2007 (TripAdvisor 
15 June 2007), referring to a new travel network fea-
ture just introduced. The introduction of this feature 
signaled another milestone in TripAdvisor’s evolution 
toward enriched connectivity. It allowed TripAdvisor 
users to connect with their networks and share travel 
information through it, indicating a clear turn toward 
social networking.  
In 2007 TripAdvisor started to gather data not only 
about destinations but also on user behavior. Seeking 
to expand and capture relevant content and data, 
TripAdvisor started to connect with other social media 
platforms. The platform launched its Local Picks ap-
plication on Facebook in fall of 2007 and MySpace in 
spring 2008. This application allowed the easy sharing 
of food opinions among friends, indicating the best 
places to eat in any location, from people who have 
already been there and rapidly became viral. In its af-
termath, TripAdvisor grew its restaurant offering from 
less than 100,000 establishments to nearly 500,000 in 
approximately 15 months (TripAdvisor 10 February 
2009). Cities I've Visited and Traveler IQ Challenge 
were applications rolled out on Facebook in June 2007 
and in MySpace on May 2008. As for all MySpace 
(and Facebook) apps, TripAdvisor apps on this plat-
form were able to access public profile information 
available including users’ friend lists, interests, photos 
& albums, video, as well as status & mood (TripAdvi-
sor 14 May 2008).  
In the following years, TripAdvisor continued 
strengthening its connectivity with other platforms and 
expanding its user services. In 2009, thanks to the part-
nership with OpenTable and Toptable – leading pro-
viders of online restaurant reservations for diners – 
TripAdvisor’s users were able to make restaurant res-
ervations in the US or UK. TripAdvisor also offered 
dynamic maps, using Google maps to show where res-
taurants are located and, taking advantage of the mo-
bile geolocation capabilities, helped users find the best 
restaurants, as rated by locals. In 2013 the partnership 
with Viator – the leading resource for researching and 
booking tours and activities worldwide – gave TripAd-
visor’s users the opportunity to find and book tour ac-
tivities. By clicking “Book Now” button, users could 
directly access Viator.co and its wide selection of tours 
and activities in popular destinations around the world. 
The partnership with Facebook grew stronger with two 
new apps: Trip Friends in 2010 and Friend of a Friend 
in 2012. Similar to the Traveler Network feature, Trip 
Friends displayed a list of friends who had already 
been to the location a user was searching for. Friend of 
a Friend in TripAdvisor’s words represented “the next 
step in making travel planning more social for the 
TripAdvisor global community” (TripAdvisor 11 April 
2012). In addition to Facebook’s friends, Friend of a 
Friend allowed sharing to friends of each friend thus 
expanding a user’s network. The features effectively 
personalized user search results displaying first the 
reviews of Facebook’s friends (followed by reviews of 
Facebook’s friends of friends). In a move toward a 
more personalized offering, in late 2014 TripAdvisor 
launched Just for You feature which sorted hotels 
based on a user’s individual preferences and search 
history on the platform. Upon searching hotels for a 
specific destination, users saw a variety of tags allow-
ing them to select their travel preferences, such as trav-
el style, location, price range, hotel class, amenities 
and brand. Through the new Just for You feature, 
TripAdvisor incorporated this feedback along with a 
user’s prior search and contributions on the site to de-
liver more personalized hotel results.  
In October 2012, TripAdvisor announced a new 
app that gave business owners (hoteliers) an uncompli-
cated way to enrich their Facebook Pages with 
TripAdvisor content. This app was designed to help 
businesses attract more guests by using TripAdvisor 
traveler feedback and is an expansion of the popular 
TripAdvisor widgets. Using this widget, businesses 
were able to create a TripAdvisor tab on their Face-
book Page which included their ratings, recent reviews, 
awards, photos and ranking on the site.  
 
4.3. End-to-End Service Ecosystem 
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In 2013, the all-in-one Hotel Price Comparison 
search went live (TripAdvisor 5 June 2013). This new 
feature marked a watershed in the way hotel profiles 
were produced, being the first to match real-time pric-
ing and availability with TripAdvisor’s reviews and 
opinions in a simple layout. The feature obtained the 
price and availability from multiple booking partners 
(Online Travel Agencies and Internet Booking En-
gines) and displayed them in one view. When users 
picked the dates of stay, TripAdvisor displayed a list of 
available hotels with their average prices for this stay. 
This way, users can search and compare hotel prices at 
a glance, without having to leave the platform. Users 
can easily select and book their hotel by clicking 
through to the booking partners’ sites to complete the 
transaction.  
By 2014 TripAdvisor started to introduce a range of 
end-to-end services whereby users could get through 
the entire travel consumption process, from search des-
tination to actual hotel reservation, without leaving the 
platform. Simplifying the hotel booking process, 
TripAdvisor first rolled out Instant Booking for mobile 
devices in June 2014 and extended it to all devices in 
the US and UK by September 2015 (TripAdvisor 11 
June 2014; 14 September 2015). This feature stream-
lined the booking process which could be completed 
without opening a new window on the booking part-
ners’ sites to complete the transaction.  
Instant Reservation arrived in September 2014, 
leveraged by the acquisition of Lafourchette (TripAd-
visor 18 September 2014). Instant Reservation expand-
ed the functionality of Instant Booking to restaurants, 
allowing users to complete their reservations without 
leaving the site. Instant Reservation was available on 
mobile and desktop. On November, also the Attraction 
section exhibited an Instant Feature by integrating tour 
inventory display and pricing data from Viator, a lead-
ing tour agency, which had been acquired by TripAd-
visor in August (TripAdvisor 13 November 2014). 
When users visit an Attraction page on the platform, 
they are presented with up to three tour options, such 
as small group, private or skip-the-line options, along 
with descriptions and prices for each. An instant book-
ing functionality complements the offering.  
In 2014, as part of the inter-platform connectivity 
expansion, TripAdvisor announced a new feature for 
mobile called Ride there with Uber. This allowed users 
to easily reserve a ride with Uber to restaurants, attrac-
tions and hotels. TripAdvisor was one of the first to 
integrate Uber functionality into its platform by using 
Uber APIs. When users searched for restaurants, attrac-
tions and hotels on TripAdvisor they are presented 
with an estimate of Uber car fares and the wait times 
for pickup. Clicking Ride there with Uber button al-
lowed redirecting to Uber thus completing the reserva-
tion and having a car sent to the user location (TripAd-
visor 20 August 2014). 
In a similar move, TripAdvisor teamed up with De-
liveroo enabling its users the access to Deliveroo’s 
restaurant network. The scheme connected more than 
20,000 restaurants across 12 countries throughout Eu-
rope, the Middle East and the Asia Pacific regions. 
Restaurants listed in both TripAdvisor and Deliveroo 
are displayed a button order online. By clicking it, 
TripAdvisor visitors are redirected to the specific res-
taurant on the Deliveroo app to complete their orders.  
Adopting trendy technology and strengthening the 
integration with Facebook, TripAdvisor rolled out its 
chatbot on Facebook Messenger in early 2017. Chat-
bots are simple artificial intelligence computer systems 
that you can chat with via text. TripAdvisor can re-
ceive user requests via Facebook Messenger asking for 
travel advice and recommendations regarding popular 
restaurants, attractions, hotels, and flights. TripAdvisor 
then searches all over its database to instantly deliver 
the best response to the message. For example, if a user 
is in New York City and craves sushi s/he can login 
into Facebook Messenger and send a message to 
TripAdvisor asking for sushi restaurants nearby his/her 
current location. TripAdvisor’s chatbot can be used as 
a “social” tool as users can invite anyone to the cha-
troom, sharing options and “likes”, in so doing sharing 
decisions and plans. TripAdvisor’s bot learns about 
users’ preferences improving its responses as users use 
it.  
 
5. Discussion  
 
Our report of TripAdvisor reveals a complex and 
dynamic business ecosystem in which TripAdvisor 
itself, users and a range of other businesses and plat-
forms are linked together by various data and revenue 
flows. These links and the data and revenues flows 
they generate rest, in turn, on an elaborate technologi-
cal infrastructure that brings a large ecosystem of ac-
tors together and orchestrates the ubiquitous presence 
of users across a large spectrum of platform (TripAdvi-
sor) and inter-platform (TripAdvisor, Facebook, book-
ing partners) operations. The content and data supplied 
by users directly (reviews, ratings) or indirectly (click 
patterns and user interactions) are no doubt what grants 
TripAdvisor its distinctive and widely recognizable 
status as a platform and the means through which the 
platform qualifies the services it produces and trades in 
the market [13] [14]. 
Our empirical narrative shows that the involvement 
of different groups of users has been shifting through-
out the history of the platform along with the types of 
actions and the data such actions generate. The period-
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ization scheme (search engine, social media platform, 
data services ecosystem) we derived from the recon-
struction of TripAdvisor’s evolution allows dissecting 
the variable forms of user involvement around which 
the platform has spun, and continues to spin, its busi-
ness operations [10].  
Table 1 below offers an analytic view of the opera-
tions of TripAdvisor we derive from the empirical nar-
rative of the platform. The vertical axis of the table 
summarizes i) the different types of data generated and 
used by the platform, ii) the core functionalities the 
platform has implemented over time and iii) the main 
partners it has relied upon, together with the strategy it 
has adopted in relation to its ecosystem’s partners. 
These are mapped onto the horizontal axis along the 
three distinct platform stages (Search Engine, Social 
Media, Data Service Ecosystem). It is important to 
note that the evolution of TripAdvisor is cumulative or 
path dependent. Each stage is built on the data and 
functionalities produced in the preceding stage and 
enabled by its own specific data types and platform 
functionalities. 
 
Table 1: The Evolution of TripAdvisor 
 Search En-
gine 
Social Media Data Service 
Ecosystem 
Data 
Types 
Hotel data  
Destination 
data (both 
imported from 
hotel websites 
and the Web) 
Product data 
(HTML links) 
Social data 
(actions and 
opinions by 
user platform 
participation 
Network data 
(friends’ and 
friends of 
friends’ data 
from social 
media plat-
forms) 
User Generated 
Content (re-
views, forum, 
Q&A) 
Real-time 
transaction 
data (Booking 
generated by 
users and 
Bidding gener-
ated by hotels 
and OTAs) 
Platform 
Function-
alities 
Indexing and 
Classifying  
Searching 
(multi query) 
 
 
Networking 
Producing & 
Consuming 
content (wikis, 
rating, review-
ing)  
Personalizing 
results (filtering, 
selecting) 
Subscribing 
Comparing 
(price and 
content) 
Booking 
Bidding 
Ecosystem 
partners 
and Strat-
egy 
Advertisers 
(OTAs and big 
hotel chains 
and travel 
sites at the 
beginning) 
Media model  
Social media 
platforms  
App develop-
ment and de-
centralization  
 
OTAs 
IBEs  
Sharing econ-
omy platforms  
App acquisi-
tion, integra-
tion of services 
and recentrali-
zation  
 
In the introduction we asked how the distinct status 
of social media as business actors has evolved and the 
degree to which their operations continue to be de-
pendent on (end) users as content and data generators. 
In particular, we asked (a) what role would social data 
play in the expansion of social media to the provision 
of service belonging to more traditional sectors? (b) 
what kind of ecosystems emerge as social media diver-
sify their operations? We found out that the three stag-
es in TripAdvisor’s evolution are conditioned by the 
platform functionalities implemented in each stage and 
the data types produced and exchanged among differ-
ent groups of users. Platform operations are, in turn, 
conditioned by the dynamic forms of user involvement 
the platform designs and their interdependencies. 
Forms of user involvement often work in tandem with 
specific platform functionalities to establish complex 
user model configurations that are eventually rein-
forced by the overall platform strategy. Our findings 
clearly indicate that each phase of the platform evolu-
tion is characterized by specific models of users that 
alternately represent the main resources and the main 
clients of the platform. In line with the literature on 
multisided platforms the evolution of TripAdvisor can 
be thought as the modification or addition of new user 
model configurations. Differently from this literature, 
however, our contribution points to the fact that new 
user model configurations are always built on data-
resources. Such resources are assembled gradually as 
the platform evolves and diversifies its operations (i.e. 
search-engine, social media, service ecosystem). 
In the first stage of the platform (approximately 
2000-2005) end-users were modeled just as atomized 
information seekers (there was no interaction between 
users) and the platform functionality and design were 
accordingly geared to accommodate a search-oriented 
platform, profiting from the patterns of clicks (data) 
associated with this through a CPC advertising model 
[45]. The data-resources the platform was able to pro-
duce from the operations of indexing and classifying 
web content on hotels and destinations empowered the 
searching functionality on the platform which in turn 
generated user engagement and user platform partici-
pation and data on user preferences (social data).  
The social data and search capabilities cumulated in 
the first phase became integrated in a much more com-
prehensive redesign which sought to accommodate 
additional forms of user involvement, most notably 
user generated content and various forms of user inter-
action [2] [3] [14] [20] during the second stage of the 
platform evolution (roughly 2006-2013). Most of the 
TripAdvisor social media features rolled out, one after 
the other, in this period (such as Inside, goLists, Travel 
Network, Cities I’ve Visited). This, together with the 
links of TripAdvisor to other social media sites (e.g. 
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Facebook, MySpace) through apps and widgets caused 
a complete redesign of the model of users and the con-
comitant redefinition of TripAdvisor to a social media 
platform able to grow on the basis of data and content 
procured by user platform participation. The user-
traveler which was the main client of the searching 
functionality became instead the main source of data 
for the platform, generating different types of data (e.g. 
reviews and ratings) on the basis of which the platform 
is able to provide a set of new algorithmically driven 
functionalities [16] [39].  
Taken together, these changes reconfigured the 
functional identity of the platform and made TripAdvi-
sor an independent source of data production. Signifi-
cantly, the producers of data-resources in the second 
stage are not employees anymore but end-users (travel-
ers) contributing content and data. Because of the new 
user generated data-resources the platform has been 
able to provide personalized services to users. The pro-
duction of destination profiles, e.g. places and hotels 
can be personalized through the aggregation of user 
ratings and other forms of crunching user data [2]. The 
searching functionality was empowered by popularity 
and other measures that could be computed on the ba-
sis of user involvement. Destination profiles became a 
very complex algorithmic inter-platform arrangement 
(Popularity Index, Top Value, Just for You) very dif-
ferent from the manual processing of travel infor-
mation by TripAdvisor staff, characteristic of the 
search engine stage. The development of social net-
working tools and inter-platform connectivity meant 
that data-resources and the data services produced, 
such as personalized destination profiles, started to be 
displayed not only on TripAdvisor but also on other 
social media partners. These changes also enabled the 
development of several other services such as dining 
reservation, flight booking and vacation rentals, all 
linked, in one way or another, to user generated content 
and user interaction within the platform and across 
platforms. 
Taken together these new features and data-
resources brought the transition to the third stage and 
the transformation of TripAdvisor from social media to 
all-in-one-place destination for travelers or data ser-
vices ecosystem. Our empirical narrative demonstrates 
the increased complexity of the operations and related 
services which TripAdvisor is currently able to offer to 
a range of users, with end-users being just one group 
among many others. The platform operations have in-
creased both in variety (searching, comparing, book-
ing, reviewing) and in scope or kind (hotels, restau-
rants, food delivery, tours and so on). At the same 
time, the data services ecosystem we describe as the 
last stage in the evolution of TripAdvisor seems to ex-
tend the existing organizational modalities of the plat-
form (its data-resources, data-services and operations) 
to more traditional types of services.  
The provision of hotel booking services via the 
platform implies that user data, preferences and per-
sonalized recommendations are now used to disrupt 
extant hotel booking services. TripAdvisor has con-
tributed to developing a new business ecosystem, 
which has grown adjacent to the existing one, adding 
both new users, new partners and new operations. In-
ternet Booking Engines (IBEs) currently play a funda-
mental role in transmitting data about room availability 
and price and, in the case of Instant booking, also do 
the booking. Currently, there are 325 certified IBEs via 
which hotel owners can advertise their rooms directly 
on TripAdvisor. These developments point to a com-
plex system of business relations and transactions that 
are taking place underneath the user interface, through 
mostly an automated and real-time system of data ex-
changes and platform functionalities. The emergence 
of new users and new operations bring changes for 
existing users and existing operations. Travelers con-
tinue to have a predominant role as they remain key 
data and content providers but they, in addition, obtain 
the status of buyers through the final act of room book-
ing. Hoteliers become clients as they are provided with 
more platform functionalities and data analytics ser-
vices. Also, hoteliers can now directly bid for user 
clicks alongside OTAs to see their offers displayed in 
price comparison tabs and they can also offer direct 
booking on TripAdvisor through their connectivity 
partners (i.e. IBEs). The introduction of booking ser-
vices that provide revenues through commission breaks 
away from the media-based advertisement model 
TripAdvisor has used during the first and second stage 
of its evolution and from its dependency on OTAs and 
big hotel chains which have been TripAdvisor’s major 
clients. The booking model introduces a new class of 
intermediaries (connectivity partners) which provide 
the infrastructure of data and technologies that single 
hoteliers (even the majority of hotel chains) seldom 
have.  
In the third and current phase of its evolution, 
TripAdvisor acquires the status of a hub of a complex 
data-service ecosystem. Its central position derives 
from its capability, built over the years, of producing 
multiple data formats and multiple user models to dif-
ferentiate and expand the scope of its data services. 
 
6. Conclusions  
 
We have reconstructed the evolutionary pattern of 
TripAdvisor with the view of addressing to what extent 
the operations of social media as business actors con-
tinue to be dependent on (end) users as content and 
data generators [10]. Building on prior research in the 
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field [26] [38] [39], our study indicates the crucial role 
the modeling of user and the data derived from their 
interaction play in sustaining the operations of TripAd-
visor. Indeed, platforms evolve by adding and orches-
trating different user-sides [6] [12] [17]. Complement-
ing existing literature on platform growth and evolu-
tion, our analysis unravels the multiple roles different 
users perform, how the shifting nature of these roles is 
linked to the production of data-resources and the im-
plementation of platform functionalities and, critically, 
the ways these roles change and support one another 
leading to the establishment of what we refer to as data 
service ecosystem. These findings suggest that the evo-
lution of social media is linked to the production, ex-
change and use of different types of data and the ways 
such data are drawn upon to support the services social 
media platforms offer to increasingly complex configu-
rations of user-types. Critical to these configurations is 
the dynamism and flexibility by which user involve-
ment continuously shifts from production (social data 
and user-generated content) to consumption of these 
services, an alternation that takes place along several 
and rather different trajectories.  
The shifting and interdependent roles users perform 
and the data services derived from these roles are 
linked to the transformation of TripAdvisor to a data 
services ecosystem and constitutes the key contribution 
our paper makes to the literature. Social media plat-
forms such as TripAdvisor cannot be framed as com-
munity or user networks alone as this comes at the ex-
pense of other central characteristics that shape the 
functional identity and business behavior of the plat-
form. The links users maintain with one another are 
heavily mediated by the functional identity of the plat-
form as well as by the types of platform participation 
and user interaction the platform affords. Crucially, the 
different affordances of the platform as well as the en-
tire technological infrastructure that sustains them are 
linked to the roles of users as data producers and ser-
vice consumers which evolve overtime in complex and 
often unpredictable ways [2] [14] [20].  
The current changes undergone by TripAdvisor 
could be linked to the platform strategy to integrate the 
fragmented travel and entertainment value chain and 
recentralize data flows and exchanges within its plat-
form and ecosystem boundaries [12] [14]. TripAdvisor 
is in the position to exploit the power of its large user 
base by offering new data services. It can do so be-
cause it has taken the data produced by user interac-
tions, reviews and ratings into entirely new regions. 
Other social media platforms such as Facebook or 
LinkedIn show an analogous pattern toward the devel-
opment of new services empowered by a growth and 
expansion of their data-resources which are linked to a 
constant redesign of user-models and addition of user-
types. This, together with the increased automation that 
the complexity of these exchanges requires seems to 
point to a broader evolutionary path along which social 
media platforms and the digital economy are develop-
ing. 
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